Formatted Files Recovery – Restore
Formatted Files with Data Recovery
Wizard
NEW YORK, N.Y., Feb. 5 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — EASEUS Software, the
innovative, dedicated data recovery software provider, offers a one-stop
solution for computer users to restore formatted files. The “Complete
Recovery” module built into EASEUS Data Recovery Wizard is designed
especially for formatted files recovery.

Has anyone you know ever experienced data loss after
format? Data Recovery Wizard will restore formatted files when the hard disk
is formatted. Unlike most other products, it recovers formatted files no
matter what type of file system you use, because the program is able to
recover files from all of them: FAT12, FAT16, FAT32, and NTFS/NTFS5. EASEUS
Data Recovery Wizard Professional also provides a solution to restore
formatted files from an EXT2 and EXT3, dynamic disk.
Among the three modules of Data Recovery Wizard, “Complete Recovery” is
designed for restoring formatted files, data recovery after computer crash,
etc. “Deleted File Recovery” is designed for recovering deleted data;
“Partition Recovery” for recovering data on lost partitions.
Data Recovery Wizard enjoys high popularity among its users as the following
comment illustrates: “Just wanted to comment on your software, amazing and
just down right and impressively. I actually paid for another program which
was actually more expensive than this program. It failed miserably.
Unfortunately I didn’t do my homework very well and I wish I found you
program first. Now I’m out a lot of money for nothing. Thank you for your
amazing software.”
When the files are lost after format, that’s when Data Recovery Wizard does
its amazing format recovery. Why not try this “magic” data recovery software
www.easeus.com to restore formatted files?
Pricing and Availability
Data Recovery Wizard runs under Windows 2000, XP, 2003, Vista and starts at
$69.95 (USD) for a single-user license. Discounts for the buyers of two or
more licenses are available. Licensed customers get lifetime technical

support and free updates. More information on the product, as well as its
free trial copy is available from www.easeus.com.
About CHENGDU YIWO Tech Development Co., Ltd.
The parent company of EASEUS Software specializes in data recovery and
storage management software for Windows OS. Its major products are Data
Recovery Wizard, Partition Table Doctor and EASEUS Partition Manager. For
more information, please visit www.easeus.com.
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